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STEADY, AS WE GROW
In the third quarter, the major U.S. indices hit all-time highs, multiple
times as the economy continued to show signs of growth while
investors were noticeably willing to shrug off rising tensions with North
Korea and the damage inflicted by natural disasters. Kim Jong-Un’s
continued provocations, including underground nuclear tests and an
array of ballistic missile launches over Japan, only temporarily roiled
international markets. Infrastructure rebuilding generally cancels out
the adverse economic impact of natural disasters as insurers and
governments subsidize the rebuilding process.
There have been no major changes in the
trajectory of the U.S. economy and that’s
helping fuel the advances in stock prices.
A backdrop of stable real growth has been
a constant that’s aided the market’s ability
to rotate from sector to sector and adds
fundamental support to markets moving
forward. The intermittent volatility was
mainly derived from geo-political events
and quickly dissipated as investors focused
on real growth which remains steady and
inflation continues to underwhelm. In fact,
real GDP growth bumped to an annualized
rate of 3%, accelerating from 1.2% in the
prior quarter, marking the fastest growth in
two years on stronger household spending
and bigger gains on business investment.
In August, manufacturing activity was the
strongest it’s been in six years with the
ISM Manufacturing Index climbing 58.8%,

a strong sign for future economic growth.
In the third quarter, the energy sector saw
the highest growth with earnings rising
220% and sales growth at 15.5%. In fact,
70% of S&P 500 companies beat sales
estimates. There are many underlying
economic fundamentals supporting a
thesis of continued economic expansion.
The U.S. dollar has stabilized, inflation
remains in-check and corporate America’s
performance remains robust. While major
legislation remains stalled, Trump reached an
agreement with the Democratic leadership to
keep the government open for now, increase
the debt ceiling, and aid the victims of
Hurricane Harvey.
Internationally, central banks are moving
towards paths of monetary normalization with
long-awaited withdrawal from emergency
monetary measures, marking a major shift

Market Performance
Here are the performance numbers for the major indices as of 9/30/2017:
September
2017

Dow Jones Industrials
Standard & Poor’s 500
NASDAQ- Composite
Russell 2000*
MSCI EAFE*
Long Term Treasury Bonds
Gold

2.08%
1.93%
1.05%
6.24%
2.53%
-2.16%
-2.18%

Latest
3 Months

4.94%
3.96%
5.79%
3.96%
5.47%
0.61%
3.29%

2017
% Change

The
Close

13.37% 22,405.09
12.53% 2,519.36
20.67% 6,495.96
10.94% 1,490.86
20.47% 1,973.81
6.11%
11.97%

Sources: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group, Dow Jones & Co., BTN Research, BofA ML, Ned Davis Research,
J.P. Morgan. Stock market indices do not include reinvested dividends. *Total return (all others are price return).

from the short-lived era of negative interest
rate policy. The market is concentrating
on reflation (economic stimulus) as real
growth continues to improve and global
inflation picks up. World economies are
being driven forward by improving underlying
fundamentals. The markets of developed
countries are hitting all-time highs while
emerging markets are hitting a 9-year high.
Investors were apparently encouraged by
improving global economic conditions, the
ongoing recovery in energy, and potential
for tax reform. The impressive resilience is
a function of a favorable economy and an
absence of long term disruptive geopolitical
events. In this issue of Karp Capital Financial
Focus we will discuss drivers of domestic
growth, the case for increasing investments
abroad while mitigating the effects of chaos
given world events.

While improving economic data and earnings expectations have helped lift
international equities, a weaker U.S. dollar also boosted investor returns. Ten of the
eleven S&P 500 sectors ended Q3 in the black, with positive total returns for all but
consumer staples (-1.3%). Tech remained the leader (+8.6%), but close behind were
energy and telecom (both +6.8%). This was a significant reversal from the first half of
the year when these two sectors were the worst performers. This violent rotation is
what is allowing our investment strategies to out-perform our benchmarks. Materials
sector (+6.0%) and financials (5.2%) also out-performed after lagging in the first half
of the year, while health care (+3.7%) lagged. Year to date, tech’s lead vs the overall
benchmark has widened to +27.4% contributing 40% of the index’s return while
health care is still the second best performer (+20.3%). Energy and telecom remain
the biggest laggards (-6.6% and -4.7%, respectively).

International Bucks
When looking at fundamental trends
and key indicators on the direction of
the economy, we look at interest rates,
inflation levels, and the U.S. dollar. These
indicators influence each other, and have
independent outside influencers. After
the market rally following the election
of Donald Trump the dollar has been on
a downward slide. This year has been
the greenback’s worst performing year
since 1986. Some of this has to do with
concerns of a chaotic presidency and
the inability to move forward on planned
legislation. Rising interest rates abroad has
helped close the gap between the price which
the dollar trades compared to its international
rivals. No longer is the U.S. standing alone on
its hawkish course to raise rates. The bank
of Canada has raised rates twice already
this year while the Bank of England has even
suggested a path towards rate hikes as they’re
still dealing with the bumbling roll out of
its Brexit plans. The euro has been gaining
strength, despite the European Central Bank’s
best attempts to spark inflation. The strength
of the dollar is relative to the strength of other
currencies abroad. It’s also correlated to the
direction of interest rates here in the U.S.
Despite robust growth, inflation has yet to
pick up any steam, which gave the Federal
Reserve little incentive to raise rates in the

quarter. While the Fed has announced another
planned hike for 2017, that could easily be
derailed if growth is significantly hindered.
Rising interest rates improve the standing of
the dollar and improve the U.S.’s purchasing
power abroad but if other central banks
become more aggressive the dollar’s strength
may continue to be challenged. Global politics
have also affected the trading of the dollar
vs other major currencies. After the German
election, the U.S. dollar traded higher. Not all is
doom and gloom now that the dollar is trading
below multi-year highs. A cheaper dollar is a
boon to exports, underpinning corporate profits
whereby a significant part of its business is
derived outside of the United States. Even
Apple, with a significant amount of labor and
material sourced abroad, is expected to benefit

from higher iPhone sales internationally
as the end-product is more competitively
priced in foreign currencies.
With oil being priced in U.S. dollars, the
dip in the dollar is a benefit to already
low oil prices for oil-importing countries.
This encourages more countries to
boost production at cheaper prices, one
of the many factors improving economic
growth conditions around the globe.
The August Purchasing Managers
Index (PMI) shows that manufacturing
activity around the world accelerated
to its highest level in over six years. The
global PMI has been a good indicator of
exports and commodity prices three to six
months out, a very positive sign. We’ve been
focused on building positions in targeted
international markets with commodity
exposure through a variety of ETFs including
India, Malaysia, and Australia. We also have
broader exposure to emerging markets (EEM)
and international developed markets (EFA).
The MSCI World Index, which tracks equity
performance across 23 developed countries
is up over 15% so far, this year. This exposure
not only allows us to partake in some of the
fastest growing economies in the world, it
also helps diversify equity exposure in the
event of hiccups here in the U.S. and hedge
against a declining U.S. dollar.

line, but also for installation into homes and
businesses to store solar-generated power.
The lithium exchange-traded fund, Global X
Lithium & Battery Tech ETF (LIT), is up over
58% year-to-date as the massive ramp up in
production of batteries has sent the demand
for the metal soaring. Data from Bloomberg
shows that annual global electric vehicle sales
may increase from less than 1 million units
this year to over 24 million units in 2030. This
year, Britain and France pledged to ban the
sale of all gasoline and diesel-fueled vehicles
by 2040, while Norway has a target of ending
sales by 2025. Even China is considering a
similar phasing-out of the internal combustion
engine. With concerns of climate change and
the international community working to hit the
targets set by the Paris Climate accord, we
wouldn’t be surprised if more countries follow
suit. With major policy changes like these, the
demand for electric vehicles is set to explode.

The supply of lithium is not expected to keep
up with demand which should continue to
drive prices higher and increase profitability
for producers. The supply constraints will
eventually have a detrimental effect to auto
manufacturers’ margins but lithium producers
will gain while automakers rush to convert
their production lines. We’re monitoring the
market for opportunities to add to our lithium
position and to take positions in lithium
producers around the globe. Australia is
the largest lithium producer in the world,
while Chile holds the largest reserves. This
story of growth not only is facilitated by
advancement in technology but also plays
into the advantages of global growth. These
types of investments in alternative asset
classes that are not highly correlated to the
major stock and bond indices allows us to
build well balanced portfolios with better risk
vs return characteristics.

Lighting up Lithium
In the third quarter Tesla began rolling out
its mass-market Model 3 electric sedan to the
anticipation of many. The stock price of the
electric car maker has climbed exponentially in
the last few years, albeit with much volatility
as investors try to price in an emerging new
sub-sector of the automotive industry. It’s
clear that the future for electric vehicles is
enormous, but with emerging competition
from more established manufacturers it’s
unclear what the proper valuation of Tesla
should be. One way to take advantage of this
clear avenue of growth while avoiding the
price competition among retailers is to look
further down the supply chain. Lithium is a
major component of batteries that are not
just going into electric cars, but also being
installed in homes and power plants to store
peak energy for distribution in non-peak hours.
Tesla is opening several massive battery
power plants to supply its car manufacturing
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Politics, as Unusual
To the surprise of everyone, especially
Speaker Paul Ryan and Senate Majority Leader
Mitch McConnell, Donald Trump agreed to a
deal with Nancy Pelosi and Chuck Schumer to
increase the debt ceiling, fund the government
and avoid a shutdown, and send billions in
aid for those struck by Hurricane Harvey. The
five were meeting to negotiate terms to a
deal, something the democratic leaders were
brought in for due to hardline Republicans’
unwillingness to allow the government to
increase current debt levels by any amount.
The Democrats were able to achieve their goals
of the meeting while leaving the congressional
Republicans flabbergasted. Whether it’s
because Donald Trump loves making deals,
is frustrated by Republican leadership or
simply likes his fellow New Yorker Chuck
Schumer, this was a rare break from the
gridlock in Washington and has infuriated
many Republicans. This sets the stage for
legislators to finally move on to measures
supported by larger portions of the American
public such as tax reform. So far, this year
the main cause for concern revolves around
President Trump and his ability to deliver on his
ambitious pro-growth agenda. President Trump
revealed the highly-anticipated framework

for tax reform. The tax code
has not been fundamentally
changed in more than 30 years.
If Trump gets his way, the
number of personal income tax
brackets will fall from seven
to three, with the top marginal
rate lowered from 39.6% to
35%. Notable elements of
the proposed Republican plan
include lowering the corporate
tax rate from 35% to 20%;
replacing the personal exemption with a
larger standard deduction and eliminating
most itemized deductions. Many details,
negotiations, and adjustments remain. The
tax plan proposal would mean lower taxes for
both corporations and individuals. This would
result in a boost to the U.S. economy, rising
bond yields, and contribute to the small cap
rally. In addition, this should help U.S. based
firms become much more competitive, and
ideally it would encourage multinationals to
bring home the estimated $3.6 trillion in cash
held overseas. We’ve yet to see a major piece
of legislation that can get enough Republicans
on board, maybe this will be different.
Domestic and international politics have

caused near term market volatility but have
not been a drag on major market stock
indices climbing higher. The main drivers of
growth for the rest of the year will continue
to be a strengthening economy and corporate
earnings. The markets are already starting
to price in the uncertainty of the debt ceiling
showdown in December. As the deadline
approaches expect slight upticks in volatility.
The new round of corporate earnings should
provide more than enough incentive for the bull
market to continue and we’ll use volatility as a
buying opportunity. We expect the government
to, yet again, come up with a last-minute deal
and this time we won’t be surprised if the
Democrats have a seat at the table.

Natural Disasters – Preparedness and Giving Back
On the political front, for many
people the probability of the
unexpected seems higher now
than it was with the previous
administration. So, it doesn’t seem
out of the question that President
Trump might inadvertently
do something that will scare
investors. How will the decisions
that are made affect the ability of
U.S. and international companies
to continue to earn profits, and
how will these decisions impact
our domestic economy? We
believe if the markets do take
a dip it may cause you a bit of
anxiety. Now is a time to trim your exposure
to stocks and revisit your asset allocation. You
never want to make dramatic moves, in either
direction, when you’re fearful or under stress.
The basis for having a productive conversation
is to remove the intense emotions from your
investment decisions. If you feel uneasy about
the markets or your financial goals, we need

to discuss changing your asset allocation
but not make big shifts which could derail
reaching your investment goals. There needs
to be a balance between asset allocation,
sector investing and your cash flow needs.
There is a near term risk of underperformance
in the name of reducing volatility and principle
protection. When individual investors engage

in market timing there’s a risk
of getting out too late and the
question of when to reinvest
monies. If you think something
will rattle the markets, scaling
back on your equity holdings
would make sense considering
your investment timeline and
financial goals. Let us know your
life goals and aspirations. We
encourage you to do those things
you want to do. Is there a place
you haven’t been and you want
to visit? Is there an activity or
event you want to experience?
Are there family and friends you
want to see again that live far away? Often
we hear from clients that they waited too
long to experience some of life’s blessings.
People wish they could have or would have
done something that they later regret in life.
Sometimes it’s too late to do anything about
it, but many times there is no better time than
the present.
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Investing
The rotation from large cap stocks towards
small caps continues as analysts expect
companies in the S&P 500 Index to report sales
growth of 4.8% and earnings growth of 4.1%.
Both numbers are below last quarter’s growth
rates of 5.4% and 10.4%, respectively. The
reductions are largely due to the hurricanes
which delayed shipments of goods into and
out of the affected areas, displaced millions
of homeowners, and disrupted businesses
throughout the region. The weakness in
technology stocks was focused on large
technology names such as Apple (APPL),
Amazon (AMZN) and Alphabet/Google (GOOG).
This illustrates the health and diversity of the

U.S. economy. Keep in mind the Nasdaq 100
Index has been hitting new highs consistently
in 2017. Also, demand for energy is starting to
rise as West Texas Intermediate crude, (North
American benchmark) is up 21.4% from its
June lows. From a sector trading standpoint,
basic materials rallied strongly at the end of the
quarter on strength in oil and the weak dollar.
The Federal Reserve policy will influence our
sector focus as it looks at one more rate hike
in December, and perhaps another three rate
hikes in 2018. This should be bullish for banks
and other financial stocks as higher interest
rates mean higher profits for the sector. In
this environment, the interest rate sensitive

sectors, REITs, utility and consumer staple
stocks tend to fall when rates are rising. From
the recent data releases and trends, we are
positioning assets for the reflation trade—one
that is positive for the broad stock market
and especially positive for growth assets. In
this scenario, 1) inflation firms and gradually
accelerates, 2) growth accelerates modestly,
3) central banks gradually raise rates but not at
a pace that unnerves the stock market or sends
the ten-year treasury over 3%. Third quarter
earnings season, which began in October, and
the three remaining Federal Reserve meetings
should plot the course for markets through the
remainder of the year.

Client Spotlight: Ralph Berets
After more than 70 years, a Holocaust
survivor has reconnected with the family who
risked everything to take he and his sister
inside their home. In 1945, Tom Van Roon
was a young boy in the Netherlands when
two Jewish children showed up to his family’s
home in the middle of the night. The boy, Ralph
Berets, and his sister needed a place to hide
from the Nazis. Van Roon’s parents and his six
siblings made room. “These people needed a
place, so my parents decided they would take
them in,” Van Roon said. “We were not to say
anything in school or to my best friends, that
was drilled in by my mother.” Van Roon never
thought he would see Berets again until his
grandson, Matthew Lang, turned a high school
project into a personal mission. “I think almost
every night, Opa was up looking for emails or
phone numbers same as I,” Lang said. After
weeks of chasing the wrong name, they finally
connected with Berets over the phone. “I

heard a Dutch accent, which was
the only thing that made me think,
well maybe I know this person,”
Ralph Berets said. “And I said,
‘This is Tom Van Roon, you stayed
at our house,’” Van Roon said. “I
said is that really true? Really hard
to believe,” said Berets. They quickly planned
a reunion and Van Roon and his grandson
and daughter decided to take a trip from their
home in Canada to D.C. to meet Berets. “I
see him already. A young man with grey hair,”
Van Roon said. He and Berets had a warm
reunion at an otherwise somber place, the
U.S. Holocaust Museum. Berets now lives in
Arlington, Virginia, and his sister moved back
to the Netherlands, never forgetting what
the Van Roons did for them. “They were just
doing what they thought was the right thing
and they certainly saved our lives,” Berets
said. Ralph spent the rest of the war hiding in
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financial goals. Please remember that we appreciate your support
and we’re flattered when you refer your family and friends. If you
know someone that would enjoy our commentary on the market,
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At Karp Capital, we care about your financial world and how it is
positioned in the global economy.

a chicken coop near the German
border. He was liberated by the
Canadians in May 1945. He came
to the U.S. in 1951 when he was
twelve years old. Ralph graduated
from the University of Michigan
with a PhD in Comparative
Literature in 1969 and became a professor
of Literature and film at the University of
Missouri-Kansas City in 1970. He was able to
retire early, when he was 62, because he had
been investing in the stock market from the
age of fifteen. Every time he received a raise,
he invested half the money in his retirement
account. He also invested in his retirement
account every month he was employed. The
least he put in was $25 the most $250. He has
three children, seven grandchildren and two
great grandchildren, none of whom have yet
adopted his philosophy of investing for their
retirement every month.
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